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PART 1 INTRODUCTION AND PRETEXT 















1.2.1. General Objectives  



1.2.2. Specific Objectives  





Figure 1. Process of thesis development 















1.7.1. Sustainability 
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by (Remmen and Münster, 2003). According to the authors, cleaner production, 

environmental management and cleaner products represent three different steps in 

the process towards sustainable development specially taking into account the 

environmental dimension and to some extent the economic dimension. This is 

illustrated with a staircase towards sustainability (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Steps towards sustainability (adapted from Remmen & Münster, 2003) 

1.7.2. Corporate Social Responsibility Concept  

CSR has experienced a journey that is almost unique in the pantheon of ideas 

in the management literature (Crane et al., 2009). Any analysis that includes the 

concept of Corporate Social Responsibility must begin with a definition of this

responsibility -Latin responsabilis requiring an answer. 











1.7.3. Critique on CSR 
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Figure 4. Corporate Social Responsibility past, present and the future 
(adopted from Jesse Dillard, presentation from the Master program on 
Environmental Studies at ICTA, UAB, May 2010).  



PART 2: INTERNATIONAL LEVEL 
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Figure 5. Dimensions to classify CSR instruments  

One of the determining dimensions that differentiates CSR instruments is 

their type (Table 1). Three different types have been previously identified:
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Hard Requirements Soft requirements

Results 
oriented

Process 
oriented

UNGC

ISO 26000 GRI
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Systems instrument. These three instruments are process-oriented with soft 

requirements. 

Figure 6. Linking CSR instruments 

Adapted from WBCSD (2004) and Rasche (2009b) 

Figure 6 maps the connections between the UNGC, the GRI and the ISO 

26000. While each of them is a different type of CSR instrument, they work together 

as a mechanism and complement each other covering all three areas of sustainability 

(economic, social and environmental).  

In the next section I briefly describe the three selected CSR instruments to 

provide a better understanding of the origin, goals, characteristics and criticisms of 

each of them (Table 3). 













UNGC Issue Areas UNGC Principles ISO 26000 Core Subjects ISO 26000 Core issues Relevant GRI indicator

Principle 3

Principle 5

Principle 2

Principle 1

Human Rights

Principle 6

Principle 4

Labour PracticesLabour

Human Rights



UNGC Issue Areas UNGC Principles ISO 26000 Core Subjects ISO 26000 Core issues Relevant GRI indicator

Principle 7

Principle 8

Principle 9

Principle 10
Fair Operating PracticesAnti-Corruption

EnvironmentEnvironment



UNGC Issue Areas UNGC Principles ISO 26000 Core Subjects ISO 26000 Core issues Relevant GRI indicator

Consumer Issues

Community involvement 
and development

Organizational Governance
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3. Companies that are seeking market value in the certification component of ISO 

standards may not be interested in following ISO 26000 because it does not 

fulfil their main expectations. 

However, which one of above discussed CSR instruments and CSR-related 

instruments are succeeding in growing their international acceptance? Figure 7

shows the evolution of ISO 9000 and ISO 14001 acceptance during the period of 

1993-2012.  

Figure 7. Number of organizations having ISO 9000 and ISO 14001 certified 
during the period of 1993-2012 

Figure 8 shows the growing acceptance of UNGC and GRI among companies 

during the period of 1999-2013.  
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Figure 8. Number of organizations following UNGC and reporting on GRI during 
the period of 1999-2013  

As there will never be a public database of ISO 26000 adoption, we are not 

able to know the exact number of companies following ISO 26000. As of October 

2013, according to the ISO 26000 Post Publication Organization (PPO), 12,000 

copies of the ISO 26000 standard have been sold around the world. The SR standard 

has been translated into 22 different languages and has been adopted2 as a national 

standard by the national standardization member bodies of 64 different countries. 

Furthermore, a few companies such as Maersk, NovoNordisk, TeliaSonera, HSB, 

HM, Suzano, Petrobras, Veolia, Air France, Toshiba, AB Volvo, Takeda, Panasonic, 

                                                 
2 Adopted a national standard through its country 
ISO-member body, which includes its translation (if applicable) and market availability.





















PART 3: NATIONAL LEVEL 



 





7.1.1. Exploring the National Factor of CSR 









7.2.1. National CSR Success and Globalization  



7.3.1. Methodology   

















7.3.2. Results and Discussion 







7.3.3. Selection of countries for further study  





















 









 



PART 4: MAKING SENSE OF THEORY 











11.2.1. Definition of sensemaking 







11.2.2. Definition of the sensemaking theory  



11.3.1. Sensemaking is grounded in identity construction  

11.3.2. Retrospective 



11.3.3. Enactive of sensible environments 



11.3.4. Social 

11.3.5. Ongoing 

11.3.6. Focused on and by extracted cues 



11.3.7. Driven by plausibility rather than accuracy 
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Figure 12. Mechanism relating institutional and sensemaking theories (adapted 
from Weber & Glynn, 2006) 

In the framework of mechanism-based theorizing (Figure 12), institutions 

are both antecedent to, and emergent from, sensemaking processes. 

The contextual influence of institutions in the sensemaking processes has 

largely been cast as institutions supplying the substance of sensemaking. In this 

model, institutions function to contextualize sensemaking by imposing cognitive 

constraints on the actors who do the sensemaking. Institutionalized roles and 

templates for action enter sensemaking as shared cognitive structures that are taken-

for-granted and imbued with value. Institutions are part of sensemaking because 

they shape signification (meaning-making) via interpretation and communication. 

Institutions enter meaning-making processes in three ways: first, institutions serve 

as the building blocks or substance for sensemaking; second, institutions 
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Figure 13a. Three levels of organizational perception of complexity (simplified 
model) 

Every organization perceives differently the complexity around it. 

Depending on this perception and interpretation, an organization can be situated at 

a different level (Level 1, Level 2 or Level 3). Karl Weick (2000, 2009)  

differentiates mindless organizations (Level 1) and mindful organizations (Level 3). 

Mindful organizations (level 3) should be the aim of every organization. However, 

no organization can achieve such a level without passing through the stage of 

Confused complexity (Organization in transition, level 2). When a company finds 

itself at level 2, its members look closer to their own failures and examine them. 

The business environment is complex, unknowable and unpredictable. Better 

simplifications of profound concepts and problems arise from deeper knowledge of 

the environment or deeper understanding of what the organization is and what it 





11.7.1. Wisdom  







11.7.2. Mindfulness  





11.7.3. Ambiguity  
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8) Success measures are lacking  

9) Poor understanding or cause-effect relationships  

10) Participation in decision-making fluid  

Weick (1995) claims that ambiguity influences an 

Organizations can reset themselves whenever there is important ambiguity that is 

resolved by someone whose actions have surplus meaning. Those actions may 

influence a set of values of the organization as an organization in times of ambiguity 

is learning from itself.  

Ambiguity reduction occurs inside individual heads instead of between 

heads. Confused people do not tell anyone about their confusion. There is a negative 

relation between ambiguity and discussion.  

Figure 13b. Three levels of organizational perception of complexity 



11.7.4. Leader in a sensemaking process 
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A l

willing to accept an organization as an imperfect and complex system. In a way in 

the unknown situations, any old prescription, any old change program, any old 

mantra or guru or text will do, as long as that program stimulates people and gets 

them moving and generating experiments that uncover opportunities; provides a 

direction; encourages updating through improved situational awareness and closer 

attention to what is actually happening. 

Figure 13c. Three levels of organizational perception of complexity 



11.7.5. Strategy in a sensemaking process  



11.7.5.1. Confidence as strategy  



11.7.5.2. Improvisation as strategy  
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In the hands of an ambitious and confident leader who has strong needs to 

control his/her destiny, general guidelines are sufficient to sustain and shape 

improvisation without reducing perceived control. Such a leader would invest more 

in general knowledge and in a larger repertoire of skills.  

Figure 13d. Three levels of organizational perception of complexity 

11.7.6. Organizational elements of a sub-strategy in a sensemaking 
process 

It is not just the leader and the strategy that differentiate a mindless from a

mindful organization. On the way of implementation of strategy, there are some 

organizational elements that also define at what level of complexity perception the 



11.7.6.1. Façade maintenance  

11.7.6.2. Information overload  



11.7.6.3. Small wins  
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Figure 13e. Three levels of organizational perception of complexity 

11.8.  Critiques of a sensemaking theory  

Weick´s theory has been criticized for its persistent view that sensemaking 

is retrospective in nature. (Gioia and Mehra, 1996) argued that the dimension of the 

possible (which is the future) is inseparably linked with sensemaking. It seems that 

Weick completely ignores the possibility that sense could be made prospectively. 

Life can be understood backwards but should be lived forwards. Pater and Van 

Lierop (2006) connects this phenomenological criticism with the definition of 

moral responsibility. Authors doubt that the concept of moral responsibility can 
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activities and the Basu & Palazzo model that analyses how sensemaking works 

taking into account the relationships among the key participants. 

Figure 14. CSR Character of the company (adapted from (Basu and Palazzo, 2008)

11.10.  Theoretical models of analysis  

In order to identify in what stage of complexity perception the studied 

company is 

towards its CSR/sustainability strategy, I am applying model for analysis 1: 
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Figure 15. Model of analysis 1: level of organizational perception of complexity

In order to identify the level where the company is situated in a studied 

period of time within sustainability issues, I am going to analyse three variables as

proxies of complexity interpretation: 

Type of a leader  

Type of strategy  

Type of sub-strategy  

These three variables would give me a result: Type of organization. 

1) Is the organization Mindless, in a Transition or Mindful? 
a. What is the sustainability governance and its design?  
b. What concept of sustainability does the organization have? 
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Figure 16: Model of analysis 2: CSR Character of the company (adapted from 

(Basu and Palazzo, 2008) 

4) What is the CSR character of the organization? 

a. Cognitive (What firm thinks):  

i. Identity Orientation of an organization: 

1. What is the mission statement of the organization? Is

it pointing out its individualistic, relational or 

collectivistic character? 

2. What are the values of the organization? 

3. What are the CSR actions of the company, what is 

their emphasis? 

ii. Legitimacy: 

1. Who are main stakeholders of the organization? 

2. What type of relationship does the organization have 

with its stakeholders?   
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13.2.1. General information 

13.2.2. History  





13.2.3. Evolution of Values 
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Stakeholders are central because responsibility and business must evolve with 

stakeholder relations (Novozymes, 2001). 

sustainability development efforts. It is also representative how they divide routine 

and non-routine situations in management and link it to stakeholders groups (see 

Figure 17). When Novozymes faces a diverse group of stakeholders, they 

implement in depth analysis of the situation when management is based on routine, 

or stakeholder mapping when management is based on new ad hoc business activity. 

Figure 17. Stakeholder engagement in Novozymes (source Novozymes) 















13.7.1. Frames 



13.7.2. Cues 



13.7.3. Labels 



13.7.4. Metaphors 





13.7.5. Platitudes  



13.8.1. Governance of Novozymes 
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environmental organization Noah (Danish subsidiary of Friends of the Earth). His 

main motivation for working for Novozymes is its positive impact on the 

environment and society. Employees of Novozymes credit their CEO for 

Most people would like to do something that makes 

a world a better place, and our CEO always says that having a vision like that it is 

because they are learning something new every day and also because they are doing 

something that would improve the state of the world

13.8.2. Sustainability governance of Novozymes 
Figure 19. Organization of Sustainability Governance in Novozymes (source 

Novozymes) 
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On this basis, the SDB makes both a qualitative and quantitative selection 

strategies. This trend-spotting process is facilitated in close collaboration between 

each of our business areas and all our regional offices on an ongoing basis. Figure 

20 represents a trend spotting process and Novozymes strategy development. 

Figure 20. Novozymes strategy development (source Novozymes) 

The p

development and appropriately responding by setting targets for integrating 

sustainability development into the business strategy. Accordingly, the initial 

outcome of trend spotting each year is a list of themes/issues of relevance to 
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13.8.3. Head of Sustainability in Novozymes 
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capacity and making a good profit and good products to provide sustainable living 

for people on this planet

Figure 21. Sustainability integration into company activities (Claus Stig Pedersen) 

Mr. Pedersen sees the way of sustainability as being integrated into a 

company through a process (Figure 21), where at the most basic level, sustainability 

is about compliance and avoiding risk, it is also a superficial way for covering a 

potential crisis. As a company begins to understand what sustainability is really all 

about, financial savings start to become apparent especially as a result of 

efficiencies in resource and energy use, here the structure and some order plays an 

important role. At the highest level, sustainability begins creating new business 

segments, new products, and growth. He calls it system thinking, where new mind-

set in regard to world challenges is crucial.   

In general, employees of Novozymes are showing also their individual 

concerns r I cannot understand people who are not 

involved and not caring about sustainability. It is our world and it is our globe, we 



13.9.1. Long-term targets 
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13.11.1. Cognitive (What the firm thinks) 

13.11.1.1. Identity Orientation of an organization 

13.11.1.2. Legitimacy 

13.11.2. Linguistic (What the firm says) 

13.11.2.1. Justification 



13.11.2.2. Transparency 

13.11.3. Conative (What firm tends to behave) 

13.11.3.1. Posture 



13.11.3.2. Consistency 

13.11.3.3. Commitment
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Figure 22. CSR Character of Novozymes 

13.12.  Findings 

Organizational mindfulness is the major reason why Novozymes has been 

sion, policies, and strategies. Novozymes is 

spotting all current trends and gathering all necessary information needed for 

measuring risks and advancing in sustainability issues. However, they are not 

overwhelmed by excessive amount of information. All they need for integrating 

CSR is already expressed in their current values and long-term targets. 

Novozymes is proactive towards external environments. This is expressed 

in their innovative spirit. Novozymes is now consciously working on incorporating 

CSR into their day-to-day practices. Their understanding of sustainability and the 
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Therefore, the Novozymes perception of complexity results in defining Novozymes 

as a mindful organization (Figure 23).  

Figure 23. Novozymes perception of complexity  





14.2.1. General information 



14.2.2. History 





14.2.3. Evolution of values  
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Figure 24. Example of KOL mapping by Danone S.A. (source Danone) 

In 2009, Danone Group sent You 

decide whether to hold a defensive mode or proactive mode towards KOLs

Defensive mode: protect from attacks

Proactive mode: increase credibility with stakeholders support and 

endorsement  

During that period, Danone S.A. did not have a clear idea what is their story to 

tell and 





14.7.1. Frames 





14.7.2. Cues 

14.7.3. Labels 



14.7.4. Metaphors 

14.7.5. Platitudes  



14.9.1. Danone Group sustainability leadership 
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Figure 25. Employment footprint measurements (internal manual on employment 

footprint calculations, source Danone) 

14.9.2. Governance of Danone S.A.

Danone S.A. is the only company inside Danone Group that belong 50% to 

the local shareholders from Spain and other 50% to the Group Danone. The 

representative figure of the Spanish shareholders is the president of Danone, Javier 

Robles. Mr. Robes worked inside the Danone structure since 1973.  

All strategic decisions are under the control of top management of Danone 

S.A, where the leading decision role is in the hands of the CEO.  



14.9.3. Sustainability governance of Danone S.A. 
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14.9.4. Changes in the Sustainability leadership in Danone S.A. 







14.10.1. Nature 





14.10.2. People 





14.10.3. Danone Way Fundamentals (DWF) 



14.10.4. Reputation 





Figure 27. Six axes of Danone S.A. Reputation excellence (source Danone) 



14.12.1. Cognitive (What firm thinks) 

14.12.1.1. Identity Orientation of an organization 



14.12.1.2. Legitimacy 

14.12.2. Linguistic (What firm says) 

14.12.2.1. Justification 



14.12.2.2. Transparency 

14.12.3. Conative (How the firm tends to behave) 

14.12.3.1. Posture 



14.12.3.2. Consistency 

14.12.3.3. Commitment 
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Figure 28. CSR Character of Danone S.A. 

14.13.  Findings 

In general, Danone S.A. is pushed by Paris for many projects. However, 

internally Danone Spain was not ready for it. As a first step, the company was 

benchmarking strategies and measuring reputational issues in order to advance in 

their sustainability strategy. The company was not naturally developing their 

strategy, that would come from the need within. Therefore, constant comparison to 

characterised Danone S.A. 

In Danone S.A. the process of sustainability can be described as ambiguity 

situation: 
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Therefore,  Danone S.A. perception of complexity results in defining Danone S.A.

as an organization in the stage of ambiguity with the characteristics of the mindless 

organization and organization in transition stage (see Figure 29).  

Figure 29. Danone S.A. perception of complexity 
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Figure 30. International, natinal and organizational levels of CSR 

15.2. Opportunities for continued research or extension of the work 
undertaken 

This doctorate thesis offers a possibility to extend investigation at each level 

of CSR analysis: 
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